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The Visual Arts

and

catalogue

been

a

Gallery

is

proud

to

present this exhibition

of the works of William Burke. Mr. Burke has

member of the

faculty

at

Florida International

University since 1974. He has shown extensively in Florida
and throughout the United States. His work is of exceptional
quality and the Gallery is delighted to continue its tradition
of exhibiting Florida's artist-teachers in the context of
presenting a comprehensive view of what is currently taking
place in the art world.
As a teacher) Mr. Burke has played the role of both catalyst
and stimulus. The expressive and inventive power of his
constructions has encouraged his students to experiment
and enrich their

own

statements.

The structures in this

Gallery were made in the past three
years. They have a special freedom that comes from
exploring infinite variations within a format of clay) plexi,
spun glass) wire) rope and sticks. Burke's gauze-wrapped
pieces capture the essence of man the maker of ritual objects.
Each conveys a special sense of the hemetic and mysterious.
His larger structures are sculptural manifestations that can
be regarded as ancient shelters whose purpose is to contain
the excess of vital force trapped and controlled in the work.
There is a sense of primitive ritual. Burke is interested in
the magical properties of ordinal)' materials. His objects
perform as actors but never in specific narrative situations.
They are not involved in anecdotal issues but function as
symbols of various physical states; suspension} ascension}
gravity. Historical awareness and regard for stylistic traditions
are implied in his art which proceeds from an
experimental,
not an academic basis. He implies that all forms are organic
and derive from the same primal substance. The ordinary
object becomes a demanding presence.
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Bill Burke

born in Queens, New York in 1948. He was
educated at the University of Georgia where he received his
was

undergraduate degree and went on to continue his studies
the State University of New York at New Paltz, receiving his

at

M.F.A. in 1974.

Mr. Burke

Florida

presently is an Associate Professor of Art at
International University. He has been a visiting artist

at the Penland

School, North Carolina; Brookfield School,

Connecticut; and lectured

at various universities and

in the United States. In 1977 he received

a

Florida Arts Grant.

His exhibition record includes the Museum of

Crafts,
New

New

York;

York; EI

Pratt

Institute, New York; Benson Gallery,

Minnesota; Fort Lauderdale Museum of the

Arts, Fort Lauderdale, Florida; Florence Duhl
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Contemporary

Paso Museum of Art, EI Paso, Texas; TWeed

Museum of Art,

Reflected

colleges

Gallery,

New York.

For the

making

past four years

of structures,

or

elemental; this is basic
I have been

wood,

using

to show

I have been involved with the

construction of materials that

to my

are

thought

processes.
these elements, i.e. ficus, root, straw,

forms of tension, stress and encasement

pieces being peaceful, others being vel}' brutal.
The neon pieces are my most recent, evolving from time
spent at. Big Cypress Swamp. The quality of light and
reflection from the water and that disassociation of light
from the trees on the forest floor primeval were my
principal concerns.
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